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Pick-4 Ticket
Race 8: 1
Race 9: 1, 2, 4
Race 10: 1, 4, 5
Race 11: 1, 2, 5, 6
Total Stake: $36
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2-1-5

A Closer Look
This section features more in-depth analysis on selected events from each card of racing at
Northville Downs, with something for the novice player and seasoned handicapper alike.

Race 2

Race 10

1 - WESTERN DRIVE gets absolute post relief and might be in a
position to strike today with a first chance from easier
circumstances. We believe a potential for a mid-price strike
presents. The early fire from a start two and four miles prior
indicates ability and while the price will not be the gigantic offer
of last week, it's a horse to not only watch, but highly consider
from a greatly improved opportunity. 6 - NOHA closed up last
week with strength against slightly softer and has shown
improvement in recent. Interesting tab, speed beneficiary to be
sure. Useful on any ticket. 4 - DANTE SEELSTER has some
versatilities, and might have bid too vigorously last week, yet
many recent miles indicate overall strengths that fit right in.
Cozier trip aids. This is a sensible spot to share.

5 - CUZ I'M HAPPY makes a fine case off a strong victory in the last,
a class drop that refreshed. Local successes this year at higher
levels points to class strengths worth consideration. One of our
stronger calls on the night, a highly attractive spot. 4 - BILBO
BOBBINS gives every appearance of being connected to a more
suitable level, draw good for the presser-style action; demonstrable
passing skills also noted. Good connections and all-around, the
right kind of horse for multiple positions on the exotics you play. 1 YOUDA SHARK has been climbing our ladder of late, receives the
pole position draw, and has tactical choices in abundance.

Race 6

Race 11

7 - HOW TWEET IT IS won smartly from the second tier last
week and while the post is a challenge today, the form reversal
and appealing ability to close gets our attention. The prime
player if excessive speed arises. Our slim call. 1 - ZEKE THE
FREAK nudges over to a slightly differing class of NW company
and receives the prime draw. Always close by, don't ignore. 5 YANKEE TIME has steadily improved with the recent weeks and
plays again at a similar class. Weigh the tote offer.

2 - ROCK ME ALWAYS gets post relief and returns from Ohio to
more familiar circumstances. Numerous excellent miles at higher
value locally, the spot more than fits and plays. May very well fire
from the gate. 1 - SCARLET CAT was racing strongly in October
and receives a favourable post. Consider off the brief time away to
factor and bear good win chances. 5 - THE LAST SHARK was much
improved off the drop and takes on the level a second time
tonight. Appealing, steady contributor to the pace equation.

Race 8

Driver Selections

1 - MOONSHINE MICKEY receives sizeable post relief and
looked terrific in a recent pair. Moody stays along, level speed
plays in just fine. Narrow nod, mind value. 8 - BUNKERHILL JILL
stays in the class and has steadily improved in late fractions.
Might need speed to pursue, yet signs point positive overall.
Potential price drifter. 9 - DREAMINMYLIFEAWAY operates from
the second tier tonight and returns to us after a brief swing to
Ohio. A factor in most local miles of late, capable of enough
stalking pressure within those events to be of notice. A useful
addition and bears a win chance!

Race 4
Jason Merriman: #3 over #6
Race 5
David Lake: #4 over #3
Race 7
Kody Massey: #1 over #5, #6

Race 8
Justin Irvine: #3 over #8
David Lake: #4 over #6
Race 9
Jason Merriman: #8 over #2
Race 11
Tyler St. Louis: #3 over #4

